Abstract. Due to integration complexities to legacy as well as new systems, a Common Messaging Framework has been developed that is based on policies to control the behavior of the various enterprise services. These policies include both internal and external Quality of Service Policies as well as constraint based business process policies. This paper proposes and identifies a policy based messaging framework for both intranet and extranet services, upon which individual policies can be injected during runtime for individual messages, domains and or processes. Further more these policies can be customized on a per actor basis and dynamically changed during runtime by a console user without having to stop the process.
Introduction
Although there has been considerable attention been devoted in both industry and academia to the design and implementation of new services, little headway has been made to enable legacy systems to truly take advantage of a Service Oriented Architecture. Specifically, non-functional requirements within the Quality of Service (QoS) arena need to be further researched. In essence we found three problems associated with legacy integration using SOA.
First off, most legacy integrations are built using Point to Point integration solutions. Most large scale organizations use batch processes and batch transfers to exchange data between various point solutions and the primary communication channel is file based. Since the individual records in these files do not contain QoS policies and the rewriting of the code is not feasible, no policy enforcement is feasible.
Secondly, the error handling of legacy applications and processes are using different solutions such as log files, databases and simple process return codes. Since these applications were built over the last 20 years, we are faced with various problems in the application logging/monitoring and auditing policies. Specifically, the auditing policies have changed over the years; and therefore, we require an adaptive policy system to adjust to the changing regulatory requirements.
And lastly, the process orchestration used is mostly based on scheduling technology [1,2]; and therefore, only temporal properties are used for process orchestration. The nature of this orchestration limits the introduction of QoS policies, hence a new event driven processing mechanism was explored that enable policies for legacy and new systems.
To address these problems, we have developed a policy based messaging framework that support QoS policies. Our approach is based on a comprehensive messaging model for description, discovery, policy injection and policy enactment that are suited for a Service Oriented Architecture [3] . The messaging model defines a semantic model of the messages' purpose as well as the policy associated within the semantic model. To that end, a message consists of a set of processing instructions related to the domain and process it is used in, as well as a set of policies that are related to the domain, the process or the message itself. Further more we described the relationship between the caller's context (e.g. security context) and the associated policies. For example, a system user may define an Auditing Policy based on a specific computing domain such as Claim Processing. In the above example, the system user requesting such a service would specify what elements within the message have to be auditable.
Given such a description framework, we also required a message discovery framework [4, 5] that allows us to apply and inject domain and process information into the individual message. To that end, we developed and implemented a domain and process ontology, that is used as the basis for domain and process discovery purposes. Having obtained the messages' domain and process, the policy set can be injected given the callers credentials.
Since all user and system credentials are stored in an enterprise directory, the individual policies can also be stored in the same directory as part of the user profile. Therefore, if a user authenticates him/herself we can cache the policy set associated with the user and apply case -based reasoning for injecting policies based on the message, process or domain. In general this injection occurs using a set of policy rules (e.g. business rules) that specify the injection behavior of the policies.
Once, all policies have been injected we need to worry about the enactment [5] of the specified policies as well as the monitoring of these policies.
Messaging Framework
The messaging framework is a conceptual model that describes messages within the enterprise. It not only allows us to model message payloads, but also message related processing information such as domain, process and policy information. This relationship between the individual messages' domain and process has an advantage over other frameworks [6, 7, 8] insofar that it allows policy granularity not only on the message, but also on the domain and process level. For example, when dealing with healthcare information during Claims Processing, all data
